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Abstract Today, various processes are being carried out on the Internet. Therefore, we need to think about security on the Internet

since various confidential information is also communicated. Quantum information such as quantum cryptography also plays an

important role in the security. Moreover, many quantum applications are also proposed. In this paper, we focus on sealed-bid auction

on the Internet and propose a quantum sealed-bid auction with entanglement. The advantage of our protocol is that it uses the phases

of quantum entangled states as bid prices. Therefore, no one, including legitimate parties, can steal useful information such as bid

prices unless all the states are obtained. As a result, any information is not leaked to any outside attacker, bidders cannot know each

other’s bid prices, and the auctioneer can only obtain the highest bid price.

1 Introduction

Many research results have been published on quantum information including quantum computers (see, e.g., [1]). Typical early

results are Shor’s prime factorization algorithm [2] and Grover’s database search algorithm [3]. There are also many studies related

to quantum security such as BB84 protocol and E91 protocol, i.e., such as quantum key exchange protocols [4, 5]. In addition,

quantum steganography, derived from quantum security, is also studied [6–8].

Recently, there are also studies on collaboration between economics and quantum information. The auction in this paper is one

of them. There are various types of auctions such as English auction, Dutch auction, and sealed-bid auction. English auction is an

open-outcry ascending price auction, Dutch auction is a descending price auction or a uniform price auction, and sealed-bid auction

is an auction in which all bidders simultaneously submit sealed bids to the auctioneer so that no bidder knows the bids of the other

bidders. In particular, quantum versions of sealed-bid auction are being actively studied.

As an early study of sealed-bid auction, Naseri proposes a protocol using quantum secure direct communication to privately

transmit the bids [9]. Later, some defects in this protocol have been pointed out and various improvements have also been proposed.

However, we here omit about these contents because they are not related to the method of this paper in essence (see, e.g., [10]

and references therein). Zhang et al. [11] propose a quantum protocol based on single photons in both the polarization and the

spatial-mode degrees of freedom. Quantum protocols based on secret sharing are also proposed [12, 13]. In all the papers mentioned

above, although each bidder cannot know the bid prices of all the other bidders, the auctioneer can know the bid prices of all the

bidders, including the non-winning bidders. Shi and Zhang [14] propose a quantum protocol based on Grover’s search algorithm.

Their protocol can protect the privacy, i.e., the bid prices, of the non-winning bidders. However, there is the risk of information

leakage because the state in which bid prices are input is sent to other bidders. Moreover, since their protocol uses Grover’s algorithm,

the number of different bid prices is limited to only the search area, i.e., the number of different states. Recently, a protocol with a

condition different from traditional auctions including our protocol, i.e., a quantum protocol without an auctioneer, is also proposed

[15].

In this paper, we propose a different type of quantum sealed-bid auction with entanglement. Our proposed protocol is executed

in the following way. Legitimate parties share entanglement with each other, and operate the phases of the quantum entangled states

in order to send their bid prices. The values of the phases mean the information of bid prices. No one can know the phases of the

quantum entangled states unless a party knows all the states. Finally, the auctioneer can safely obtain the highest bid price with

certainty, unlike protocols using probabilistic algorithms such as Grover’s search algorithm. In addition, our protocol incorporates

a mechanism that cannot know prices other than the highest bid price including the auctioneer, and does not need to limit the range

of bid prices.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we construct basic quantum protocol used in our proposed auction. This

protocol is our core protocol. In Sect. 3, we show our quantum sealed-bid auction protocol. In Sect. 4, we consider the security of

our proposed protocol. Finally, in Sect. 5, we provide some concluding remarks.

2 Basic protocol used in our proposed auction

2.1 Proposed protocol

We propose a quantum sealed-bid auction using the phases of quantum entangled states as bid prices. In this section, first, we

construct a basic protocol used as a subroutine in the next section. This protocol can announce bidders’ several information to the

auctioneer (and all the bidders) keeping secret who bid. In this paper, we assume that legitimate parties can share entanglement

securely since many methods are proposed in order to share entanglement securely (see, e.g., [16, 17]).

Let Alice be an auctioneer, and B1, B2, . . ., and Bm be m bidders. Moreover, let L be the number of different bid values. In this

paper, L means either the maximum expected number of digits in bid price or 10 for decimal number (i.e., 10 different numbers

(0, 1, . . . , 9)), and L(|L|� L) is the set of values corresponding to digits mentioned above. For example, if Alice expects the highest

bid price to be less than 300,000, L � {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, each element of which corresponds to each digit(i.e., 6(� L) digits). In

addition, let Si be the set of suffixes of bidders that bid i for i ∈ L. Namely, the suffix 3 ∈ S5 if a bidder B3 bids 5 ∈ L. Note

that Si ∩ Si ′ � ∅ for any i �� i ′. This means that bidders are classified according to each element in L. However, these sets are

merely symbols necessary to describe the following protocol and the protocol does not actually execute classification processing.

Our protocol is to find the maximum element in L satisfying Si �� ∅. Then, we can construct a basic quantum auction protocol as

follows and we call this protocol B-QSBP:

Step 1 Alice, B1, . . ., and Bm share entanglement

L
⊗

i�1

2ni −1
∑

xi �0

1
√

2ni

|xi 〉A|xi 〉B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |xi 〉Bm (1)

beforehand, where ni is the length of qubits state |xi 〉. Here, let 2ni be sufficiently large value compared to m, the number

of bidders. Moreover, Alice has |xi 〉A and Bk has |xi 〉Bk
for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}.

Step 2 Each bidder executes some of the following procedures according to his/her bid price.

Step 2-1 Every bidder Bk ∈ {B1, B2, . . . , Bm} applies the following operation to his/her bidding state |x j 〉Bk
for any

j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}:

|x j 〉Bk
→ |x j ⊕ b jk〉Bk

, (2)

where b jk is a random constant n j -bit value determined by Bk .

Step 2-2 Each bidder Bk(k ∈ Si ) applies the phase shift operation for any j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , i}:

|x j 〉Bk
→ ei2πa jk x j /2

n j |x j 〉Bk
, (3)

where a jk is a random constant value determined by Bk satisfying 0 < a jk < ⌊2n j /m⌋.

Step 2-3 Each bidder Bk(k ∈ Si ) applies the following operation for any j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , i − 1}:

|x j 〉Bk
→ | f jk(x j ⊕ b jk)〉Bk

, (4)

where f jk : {0, 1}n j → {0, 1}n j is a random one-to-one function determined by Bk .

After Step 2, the state can be classified into the following three cases, and the entanglement becomes the combination of

these states. Here, let I � max{i | Si �� ∅}.

Case 1 ( j > I ): The state becomes

2
n j −1
∑

x j �0

1
√

2n j
|x j 〉A|x j ⊕ b j1〉B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |x j ⊕ b jm〉Bm . (5)

In this case, only Step 2-1 is executed.

Case 2 ( j � I ): The state becomes

2nI −1
∑

x I �0

1
√

2n I

e
i2π

∑

k∈SI
aI k x I /2nI |x I 〉A ⊗ |x I ⊕ bI 1〉B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |x I ⊕ bI m〉Bm . (6)

In this case, Step 2-1 and Step 2-2 are executed.
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Case 3 ( j < I ): The state becomes

2
n j −1
∑

x j �0

1
√

2n j
e

i2π
∑

k∈∪I
j ′� j

S
j ′

a jk x j /2
n j

|x j 〉A

⊗

k′∈∪i≤ j Si

|x j ⊕ b jk′〉Bk′

⊗

k′∈∪ j<i≤I Si

| f jk′ (x j ⊕ b jk′ )〉Bk′ . (7)

Note that
⋃

I<i Si � ∅, and
∑

k∈S j
a jk � 0 if S j � ∅.

Step 3 Each bidder Bk ∈ {B1, B2, . . . , Bm} sends his/her states to Alice.

Step 4 Alice applies the exclusive-or operation between her state and each bidder’s state. Then, the state becomes as follows

according to each case of Step 2:

Case 1 ( j > I ):

2
n j −1
∑

x j �0

1
√

2n j
|x j 〉A|b j1〉B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |b jm〉Bm . (8)

Case 2 ( j � I ):

2nI −1
∑

x I �0

1
√

2n I

e
i2π

∑

k∈SI
aI k x I /2nI |x I 〉A ⊗ |bI 1〉B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |bI m〉Bm . (9)

Case 3 ( j < I ):

2
n j −1
∑

x j �0

1
√

2n j
e

i2π
∑

k∈∪I
j ′� j

S
j ′

a jk x j /2
n j

|x j 〉A

⊗

k′∈∪i≤ j Si

|b jk′〉Bk′

⊗

k′∈∪ j<i≤I Si

| f jk′ (x j ⊕ b jk′ ) ⊕ x j 〉Bk′ . (10)

Step 5 Alice also applies the inverse quantum Fourier transform (|xi 〉 →
∑2ni −1

yi �0
1√
2ni

e−i2πxi yi /2ni |yi 〉) [2] to her states. Then, the

state becomes as follows according to each case of Step 4:

Case 1 ( j > I ):

|0〉A|b j1〉B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |b jm〉Bm . (11)

Case 2 ( j � I ):
∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

k∈SI

aI k

〉

A

|bI 1〉B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |bI m〉Bm . (12)

Case 3 ( j < I ):

2
n j −1
∑

y j �0

2
n j −1
∑

x j �0

1

2n j
e

i2π

(

∑

k∈∪I
j ′� j

S
j ′

a jk k−y j

)

x j /2
n j

|y j 〉A

⊗

k′∈∪i≤ j Si

|b jk′〉Bk′

⊗

k′∈∪ j<i≤I Si

| f jk′ (x j ⊕ b jk′ ) ⊕ x j 〉Bk′ . (13)

Step 6 When she observes her states, Alice can obtain a value with certainty in Case 1 or in Case 2, i.e., she can obtain 0 for

Case 1 and
∑

k∈SI
aI k for Case 2. However, she cannot obtain a value with certainty in Case 3 because some bidders’ states

corresponding to Bk′ (k′ ∈ ∪ j<i≤I Si ) disturb. In the case of Case 3, therefore, it is also unknown whether or not the bid

was made. Therefore, Alice can know the maximum suffix I corresponding to the non-zero observation values, i.e., the

maximum value.

In this protocol, Alice requires all the L states shared by each bidder in Step 3 and after simultaneously. If it is sequentially sent to

Alice from the highest value L to the lowest value 1 and is executed in each case, the protocol can be completed when the maximum

suffix I is obtained. Therefore, she can obtain it with a simpler protocol. However, each bidder must send his/her state up to L times

to Alice if I � L .
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2.2 An example

Let’s consider finding the maximum number of digits in bidders’ bid prices in order to understand the procedure of B-QSBP. Now,

assume that an auctioneer Alice expects L to be 5 or less, and three bidders B1, B2, and B3 consider bidding at prices of $115, $202,

and $98, respectively. This example means that L � {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, S5 � S4 � S1 � ∅, S3 � {1, 2}, and S2 � {3}. Moreover, let

ni � 10 for any i.

In Step 1, first, Alice and three bidders share entanglement

5
⊗

i�1

210−1
∑

xi �0

1
√

210
|xi 〉A|xi 〉B1 |xi 〉B2 |xi 〉B3 (14)

beforehand.

Next, Step 2 is executed in order to give the information on the number of the digits. After Step 2, the state becomes

210−1
∑

x1�0

1
√

210
|x1〉Aei2π33x1/210

| f11(x1 ⊕ b11)〉B1

⊗ ei2π13x1/210 | f12(x1 ⊕ b12)〉B2 ei2π7x1/210 | f13(x1 ⊕ b13)〉B3

⊗
210−1
∑

x2�0

1
√

210
|x2〉Aei2π79x2/210

| f21(x2 ⊕ b21)〉B1

⊗ ei2π4x2/210
| f22(x2 ⊕ b22)〉B2 ei2π23x2/210

|x2 ⊕ b23〉B3

⊗
210−1
∑

x3�0

1
√

210
|x3〉Aei2π14x3/210 |x3 ⊕ b31〉B1

⊗ ei2π6x3/210 |x3 ⊕ b32〉B2 |x3 ⊕ b33〉B3

⊗
210−1
∑

x4�0

1
√

210
|x4〉A|x4 ⊕ b41〉B1 |x4 ⊕ b42〉B2 |x4 ⊕ b43〉B3

⊗
210−1
∑

x5�0

1
√

210
|x5〉A|x5 ⊕ b51〉B1 |x5 ⊕ b52〉B2 |x2 ⊕ b53〉B3 , (15)

where let a11 � 33, a21 � 79, a31 � 14, a12 � 13, a22 � 4, a32 � 6, a13 � 7, and a23 � 23. Each value is randomly selected by

each bidder.

Here, all the bidders’ states are sent to Alice in Step 3, and unnecessary entanglement is removed in Step 4. After Step 4, the

state becomes

210−1
∑

x1�0

1
√

210
ei2π53x1/210

|x1〉A| f11(x1 ⊕ b11) ⊕ x1〉B1

⊗ | f12(x1 ⊕ b12) ⊕ x1〉B2 | f13(x1 ⊕ b13) ⊕ x1〉B3

⊗
210−1
∑

x2�0

1
√

210
ei2π106x2/210

|x2〉A| f21(x2 ⊕ b21) ⊕ x2〉B1

⊗ | f22(x2 ⊕ b22) ⊕ x1〉B2 |b23〉B3

⊗
210−1
∑

x3�0

1
√

210
ei2π20x3/210 |x3〉A|b31〉B1 |b32〉B2 |b33〉B3

⊗
210−1
∑

x4�0

1
√

210
|x4〉A|b41〉B1 |b42〉B2 |b43〉B3

⊗
210−1
∑

x5�0

1
√

210
|x5〉A|b51〉B1 |b52〉B2 |b53〉B3 . (16)
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Finally, a quantum Fourier transform is executed in order to obtain the information of the maximum number of digits in Step 5.

After Step 5, the state becomes

210−1
∑

y1�0

210−1
∑

x1�0

1

210
ei2π (53−y1)x1/210

|y1〉A| f11(x1 ⊕ b11) ⊕ x1〉B1

⊗ | f12(x1 ⊕ b12) ⊕ x1〉B2 | f13(x1 ⊕ b13) ⊕ x1〉B3

⊗
210−1
∑

y2�0

210−1
∑

x2�0

1

210
ei2π (106−y2)x2/210 |y2〉A| f21(x2 ⊕ b21) ⊕ x2〉B1

⊗ | f22(x2 ⊕ b22) ⊕ x1〉B2 |b23〉B3

⊗ |20〉A|b31〉B1 |b32〉B2 |b33〉B3

⊗ |0〉A|b41〉B1 |b42〉B2 |b43〉B3

⊗ |0〉A|b51〉B1 |b52〉B2 |b53〉B3 . (17)

Then, the auctioneer Alice can know that the bidders’ maximum number of digits is 3 by observing her states in Step 6 because the

maximum suffix I corresponding to the non-zero observation values is 3. In addition, she cannot obtain any useful information of

the states smaller than I .

Similarly, she can also obtain the highest value for each digit of all the bidders’ bid prices by applying B-QSBP for L � 10 (i.e.,

L � {0, 1, 2, . . . , 9}). For example, for the third digit, S2 � {2}, S1 � {1}, S0 � {3}, and all the remaining sets are empty sets

because three bidders B1, B2, and B3 consider bidding at prices of $115, $202, and $98, respectively. Then, the protocol B-QSBP

is executed in the same manner as described above, except that new bik, a jk and fik are generated from a security point of view.

3 Proposed quantum sealed-bid auction protocol

The procedure of sealed-bid auction is executed in the following way. First, each bidder bids a price without revealing his/her price

to other bidders. In addition, this is executed anonymously. And then, the auctioneer chooses the bidder bidding the highest bid price

as the winning bidder. In this section, we construct a quantum sealed-bid auction protocol with entanglement. Bidders’ bid prices

are embedded in the phases of quantum entangled states and are sent to Alice.

Step 1 Each bidder Bk ∈ {B1, B2, . . . , Bm} sends his/her bid information BIDk to Alice (and/or to other bidders if needed), where

the content of BIDk includes Bk’s bid price, Bk’s signature, and so on. In addition, BIDk is encrypted and/or is shared among

the other legitimate parties by using secret sharing.

Step 2 Find the maximum number of digits for all the bid prices:

Step 2-1 Alice, B1, . . . , and Bm share entanglement

L
⊗

i�1

2ni −1
∑

xi �0

1
√

2ni

|xi 〉A|xi 〉B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |xi 〉Bm (18)

beforehand, where L is the maximum expected number of digits for all the bid prices.

Step 2-2 The legitimate parties execute the protocol B-QSBP in order to obtain the maximum number of digits for all the

bid prices. When Alice does not know the maximum expected number of digits at the start, by interpreted as

having the number of digits larger than L if a positive value is obtained in the procedure corresponding to the

state |xL 〉, the legitimate parties repeat the procedure with a larger value for L, and obtain the maximum number

of digits.

Step 3 Repeat the following two steps from the highest digit to the lowest digit in order to find the highest bid price:

Step 3-1 The legitimate parties share entanglement

9
⊗

i�0

2ni −1
∑

xi �0

1
√

2ni

|xi 〉A|xi 〉B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |xi 〉Bm (19)

beforehand.

Step 3-2 The legitimate parties execute the protocol B-QSBP for each bid digit from the highest digit to the lowest digit

in order to find the highest value for each digit. As Alice discloses the value for each procedure, every bidder can

know the highest bid price sequentially from the highest digit.
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In this repetition, each bidder executes only Step 2-1 in Step 2 of B-QSBP from the time when he/she knows that his/her

bid price is lower than the bid price of other bidders.

Step 4 Alice formally announces the highest bid price to the bidders although the bidders already know it at this point. The winner

Bw(w ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}) discloses his/her BIDw, and Alice (and the other bidders) confirms whether it is correct.

This proposed protocol can be used when the bid price range is unknown, or when the number of possible bid prices is large. If

there are only N different bid prices for small N , the legitimate parties can just execute the following procedure.

First, the state in Step 2 is

N
⊗

i�1

2ni −1
∑

xi �0

1
√

2ni

|xi 〉A|xi 〉B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |xi 〉Bm . (20)

This state is the same state as the state in Step 2. However, since N has a different meaning from L, we rewrite again. In this case,

|xi 〉(i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }) is the state corresponding to the ith bid price (The larger the number, the higher the price). Here, each bidder

Bk executes Step 2 of B-QSBP as a jk � 1 for k ∈ S j and a random a j ′k for j ′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , j − 1}. Then, the observed value

corresponding to I in Step 6 of B-QSBP becomes the number of bidders bidding the highest bid price.

Moreover, we consider executing this protocol for N � 1. The auctioneer announces a bid price and each bidder uses this protocol

in order to bid at the price, i.e., each bidder represents willingness to bid for that price. Furthermore, they repeat the protocol up to

the highest price. Therefore, we will be also able to use this restricted protocol as English auction and Dutch auction.

4 Security of our proposed protocol

If all the legitimate parties are honest, this protocol can be obviously executed correctly. If the winning bidder does not give his/her

name to the auctioneer in Step 4 of Sect. 3, this auction becomes the failure. Any information is not leaked to an outside attacker

even if the auctioneer and the attacker collude because quantum entangled states are securely shared and the information that the

auctioneer can obtain is only the information disclosed to bidders, i.e., the highest value in each step is only disclosed.

Here, we consider the following properties.

• Anonymity: No one can obtain the private bid price of each bidder except the winning bid.

• Public Verifiability: When the winner is announced, anyone can verifies the information of winner’s bid.

• Fairness: The auctioneer cannot help a malicious bidder to win the auction illegally without being found by other bidders.

• Traceability: The winning bidder and the highest bid price can be verified even the auction has finished.

(1) Anonymity

First, if each legitimate party does not know all the others’ random values a jk , it is impossible to determine whether there exist bid

prices corresponding to the suffixes except I because the observed phase values are random values. Therefore, bid price information

cannot be obtained by the auctioneer Alice alone or by each bidder alone. In addition, any outside attacker cannot also obtain any

information of random values a jk in alone or in collusion with Alice because of entanglement.

Next, we consider that some legitimate bidders collude. Alice discloses only the highest bid price in each protocol, Therefore,

each bidder cannot obtain any other information even if all the bidders collude because Alice does not disclose the observed phase

values in each protocol.

Finally, we consider that Alice and some legitimate bidders collude. As an attack method, first, Alice discloses each observed

phase value to the the malicious bidders, and each malicious bidder subtracts his/her own random value from the value by using

secure computation. The final value is the sum of honest bidders’ random values. If there are multiple honest bidders, it is unknown

who bid at that corresponding suffix. In addition, even if there is only one honest bidder, only a part of information will be leaked

because he/she executes only Step 2-1 in Step 2 of B-QSBP from the time when he/she knows that his/her bid price is lower than the

bid price of other bidders. In the first place, however, having only one honest bidder would not be a legitimate auction. Moreover,

as mentioned at the end of Sect. 2.1, if it is sequentially sent to Alice from the highest value L to the lowest value 1 and is executed

in each case, only the phase corresponding to the subscript I is obtained, and this attack can be avoided.

(2) Public verifiability

The bid price of each bidder Bk is sent to Alice (and/or to other bidders if needed) as BIDk beforehand. Therefore, legitimate parties

can verify whether it is the winning bid.

(3) Fairness

Let’s consider that the auctioneer and/or some malicious bidders cheat. If some bidders do not execute the correct procedure in

Step 2 or Step 3 of Sect. 3, the incorrect bid price may become the highest bid price. However, the bidder bidding the highest bid

price can make a complaint by using BIDk together with public verifiability.
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(4) Traceability

The procedure is open to the public, and legitimate parties give also BIDk in this case. Therefore, the information of winning bidder

can be verified even the auction has finished.

5 Conclusions

In this electronic society, it is important to realize various processes on the Internet. In addition, the security on the Internet for

commercial transactions is also important. Recently, various quantum protocols for sealed-bid auction are also proposed. In this

paper, we proposed a different type of quantum sealed-bid auction using the phases of quantum entangled states as bids. An auctioneer

and bidders share entanglement with each other beforehand. Each bidder can send his/her bid prices safely by converting his/her

bid prices to phases of quantum entangled states. No one can know the values of the phases unless a bidder knows all the quantum

entangled states. Thus, we constructed a secure quantum protocol taking advantage of this property, and then the auctioneer can

retrieve only the highest bid price.

Our proposed protocol uses a huge amount of entanglement. In fact, our protocol needs entanglement shown in Eq. (1). Namely,

each step of our protocol requires L entangled states among the legitimate parties, where L is either the maximum expected number

of digits in bid price or 10 for decimal number. Currently, it is difficult to control entanglement, so our protocol may not be practical

at present. However, since nobody knows what future technological progress will be, we believe that theoretically proposing secure

protocols is also an important part of our research. For more details on quantum entanglement research including the construction

of multipartite entanglement, see, e.g., a review paper [18] and references therein. However, if certain restrictions such as the range

of bid prices or the number of legitimate parties are placed on an auction in advance, it might be possible to construct quantum

entanglement more efficiently according to them.

We use B-QSBP, the protocol in Sect. 2, as a tool of finding the highest bid price. However, we may be able to modify this

protocol to a protocol to find some values that meet a certain condition, or to a protocol to count the number of each information

according to the conditions such as election candidate. Thus, we hope that this protocol can be used as a basic technology for sending

information anonymously.
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